
How to achieve the highest level of business networking? 
 
Two days full of networking and 4000 1:1 meetings with startups, investors,            
executives and developers are about to disrupt the tech community in Europe and             
beyond again. The fourth edition of Wolves Summit, an international conference           
focused on innovations in technology, is taking place on 25-26th October 2016 in             
Warsaw, Poland. 
 
The Polish disruption 
2500 participants will gather in the capital of Poland to discuss and exchange knowledge              
about startup and business ecosystems. It seems to be the ideal spot for that, since the                
Polish tech community has grown significantly over the past few years. The proof lies in               
numerous startup hubs, incubators and events like Wolves Summit. The conference           
welcomes its 4th edition stronger than ever with 250 investors, 300 executives and 350              
startups on board. 
 
A day for investors and startups 
Startups and investors are given an additional day (24th October) to network and participate              
in the Great Pitch qualifications. It’s a competition for aspiring startups where, depending on              
their stages of development, they can win $100 000 in cash and investment or a media                
package. Investors will also have the chance to meet each other during networking activities              
set up to exchange experiences and good practices in a circle of investing experts. 
 
Research and development 
One of the innovations introduced to Wolves Summit is a separate day for representatives of               
science, higher education and business communities. They will all meet on 27th October at              
Wolves Summit R&D to exchange views on implementing innovation into Polish business.            
The debate will cover such topics as technology transfer, research infrastructure, the            
acceleration of companies’ global development and more. 
 
Here to inspire 
Wolves Summit is a great source of relevant knowledge on technology and startups. World’s              
best speakers and professionals present at the conference in October include Tim Draper,             
Per Schlingmann, Berg Moe, Richard Lorenzen and many more. With 3 stages for startups,              
business growth and developers available everyone will find inspiration for further education            
and development. 
 
Match and meet 
Networking at Wolves Summit is at a remarkably high level with 1:1 meetings, a              
matchmaking tool and evening events. Organizers are also providing free networking areas,            
where attendees can meet and initiate business relations. Matchmaking enables participants           
to set up meetings with specific people before the conference even begins. This way they               
can fill their calendars and make the most out of their time at Wolves. 
 
Speed dating 



The idea of speed dates has been transferred to Wolves Summit. Startups, corporations and              
investors can meet in person and talk business for 15 minutes before switching to another               
person. It makes networking more efficient and less time-consuming. What’s more, the            
amount of business cards a participant can collect, may result in actual long-term             
relationships and acquiring new clients. 
 
Not stopping there 
The conference is going to gather 2500 attendees from more than 50 countries who operate               
in 40 different sectors. It’s a place for developing business relations, finding clients and              
exploring new investment opportunities. If you would like to find out more about Wolves              
Summit, please visit the official website for more details and direct contact information. 

https://www.wolvessummit.com/en?utm_source=www&utm_medium=link&utm_content=ws&utm_campaign=prnw_press

